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ANALYSIS OF THE SENSITIVITY OF THE HNDA TOOL RESULTS TO CHANGING PARAMETERS 

 
1. Introduction 

1.1 The Housing Need and Demand Assessment (HNDA) Tool developed by the Scottish 
Government’s Centre for Housing Market Analysis (CHMA) has been used to assess 
the total future housing requirement and the split between open market housing 
and housing that needs subsidy (affordable housing). Our HNDA relies on one chosen 
scenario but the tool has been contains a number of parameters that can be varied 
to look at the response to different socio-economic conditions. There are a large 
number of potential combinations of parameters so, to keep the analysis 
manageable, the approach used here has been to keep the basic set up constant – 
the HNDA scenario – and vary only one parameter at a time.  
 

1.2 In attempting to better understand this a variety of tool runs were carried out – 
some however were found to contain incorrect input data and are therefore ignored 
in this analysis 

 
1.3 A selection of these are considered in this document with relevant commentary. The 

complete set of tool runs and Highland Wide results are included as an appendix to 
these documents. 

1.4 This analysis concentrates upon the Highland Council Wide figures. The allocation by 
HMA although important to Highland Council is not covered in this comparative 
analysis. 
 

2. Sensitivity Comparisons 
2.1 Scenario 1 (Sc1) – 2016 Principal Projection – All Default Settings  
 
2.2 Scenario 2 (Sc2) - Change is to use the 2016 High Migration Projection over the Principal 

Projection 
 

Comparison - Sc2 vs Sc1  
The outcome of this change is an increase in year 1 - 2019 from 744 to 872 and by 2038 from 
97 to 309. This is a increase in the 20 year total housing need of 3420 (from 6934 to 10354). 
This increase is all from the population driven housing need. 

 
2.3 Scenario 3 (Sc3) - Change is to use the 2016 Low Migration Projection over the Principal 

Projection 
 

Comparison – Sc3 vs Sc1  
Outcome is a decrease in 2019 from 744 to 625 and by 2038 from 97 to -102309 (20 years). 
If we total the 20 year housing need we get a total of 3631. This however includes years 
from 2032 to 2038 where a negative housing demand is calculated. The total of only the 
positive years of housing demand (2019 to 2031) is a total of 3987. This is a decrease from 
6934 (Sc 1 default Principal Projection) of 2947.  

 
2.4 Scenario 4 (Sc4) used the High Migration Scenario. Change is instead of the default 

distribution of Household Need based upon Census 2011 derived residential property 
counts per HMA, uses the projected proportions of 16-64 age groups (representing likely 
household formers) to test a better distribution scenario.  



 
Comparison – Sc4 vs S2 
At Highland Wide level this change does not alter the Scenario 2 Highland Council area total 
figures (other than small rounding differences). Due to the different allocation of “arising 
need” to different HMAs (away from the default model that splits using historic dwelling 
counts – towards a better view of future need) – the HMA based tenure splits of the 
resulting need are also altered. 

o In Caithness – the Default approach High Migration Projection (Sc2) suggests a Social 
Rent tenure need of 36 per year (averaged over year 1-5) whereas using this method 
of allocation Caithness HMA suggests an average of 6 per year. For Private Buyers 
Sc2 suggests 30 per year for years 1 to 5 but “-26” in Scenario 4. This negative need 
is not catered for well in the tool – and the positive need total of 816 in years 1-5 in 
Scenario becomes 868 in Scenario 4 (which become 816 when the three negative 
HMA figures in years 1-5 are deducted). 

o In contrast – the Inverness HMA in Scenario 2 identifies a total of 275 per year (years 
1 to 5) but the approach used in Scenario 4 allocates 534 per year to Inverness HMA. 

 

 

 

  



 



2.5 Scenario 5 (Sc5) – 2016 High Migration Projection – All Default Settings. Change is 1% per 
year growth applied in Lochaber HMA only FOR 10 YEARS. 
Comparison – Sc5 vs Sc2 
Applying growth figures only to the Lochaber HMA only increases the housing requirements 
in this HMA only. The total Highland Council Area wide in years 1-5 increases from 4077 to 
4573 with this adjustment, in years 5-10 this increases from 2721 to 3038  Highland Wide. 
The next two 5 year periods as expected show no change. 

 
2.6 Scenario 6 (Sc6) – 2016 High Migration Projection – Change is HC derived Existing Need 

allocated correctly to  HMAs of 2144 (as used in 2015 HNDA) – not the default figure 
supplied 840 (split to HMA using Census 2011 Dwelling counts)– 1% per year growth 
applied in Lochaber HMA only. 
Comparison – Sc6 vs Sc5 
Using HC figure of 2144 over 840 increases (both applied to be cleared over 5 years) 
increases the backlog clearance or existing need year 1-5  figures Highland Council area wide 
from 168 per year to 429 per year. This increases the total for years 1-5 from 4573 to 5877 
with only the Social Rent Tenure being affected – increasing from 1561 over 5 years (312 per 
year) to 2865 ove r 5 years (573 per year).  

 
2.7 Scenario 7 (Sc7) – 2016 High Migration Projection – HC derived backlog of existing need 

allocated correctly to HMAs of 2144 (as used in 2015 HNDA) – not the default figure 
supplied 840 (split to HMA using Census 2011 Dwelling counts) – 1% per year growth 
applied in Lochaber HMA only. Change is to use  10 Years to clear backlog (instead of the 
default 5 years) 
Comparison – Sc7 vs Sc6 
The previously used backlog figure of 429 per year to be cleared is reduced to 214 per year 
when split over 10 years. Compared with Sc6 this decreases the totals for years 1-5 from 429 
to 214 per year but extends this clearance into years 6-10. Total figures I all tenures for yrs 1 
to 10 are 8915 in Sc 6 and Sc 7. The only changes are apparent in the Social Rent tenure for 
years 1 to 10 as the backlog of existing need is all allocated to that tenure.  

  



 

 



2.8 (Scenarios 8 to 16 were attempts incorporating experimental approaches identifying 
backlog of need – a number used an erroneous (corrected from Scenario 17) bae figure for 
backlog calculation. A detailed analysis of these are not relevant for sensitivity testing and 
all used the 2016 High Migration projection.) 

 
2.9 Scenario 17 (Sc17) -  used 2016 High Migration Projection and uses the final updated 1st 

April 2020 snapshot of the Highland Housing Register to create the backlog assessment 
described in Paper_1_Backlog_Definition_2020_HNDA. This results in a figure of 2236 to 
use as a backlog to clear. A 10 year period over which this is to be cleared is used. 

 
2.10 Scenario 18 (Sc18) - incorporates the updated 2018 High Migration Projection – still using a 

base year of 2019. 10 years used to clear the same backlog of 2236. 
 
Comparison – Sc17 vs Sc18 
With the same figures for backlog clearance over 10 years – the only difference between 
these scenarios is the changed reference household projection (from “2016 based High 
Migration” in Sc 17 to “2018 based high migration” in Sc 18). The 20 year cumulative total 
for the 2016 projection (Sc17) is 9515 – reducing to 7968 in the 2018 projection (down 
1547).   
The big changes are a falls in all tenures in all years. The largest proportions are in owner 
occupation and Private Rental tenures in years 1 to 10 – then in all tenures in years 10 to 15 
due to the changes in projected population/households.  



 



 
 
2.11 Scenario 19 (Sc19) - incorporates the updated 2018 High Migration Projection – now using 

a base year of 2020. 10 years used to clear the same backlog of 2236 
 

2.12 Scenario 20 (Sc 20) – as above but uses the Low Migration projection  
 

2.13 Scenario 21 (Sc 21) – as above but uses the Principal Projection 
 

Comparison of High, Principal and Low Migration projections – Sc19, Sc20 and Sc 21 
The three different projections suggest 20 year forward projections of need arising from 
changes in population and household formation of 7806 (High Migration), 6324 (Principal 
Projection) and 4937 (Low Migration). These three scenarios otherwise have exactly the 
same input parameters into the tool – clearing a backlog of 2236 households over 10 years. 
Obviously this leads to significantly more social and below market rent tenure properties in 
years 1 to 10. 
Annual need figures in years 1-5 range from 714 to 806 depending on projections (224 of 
these being backlog clearance – typically in social rent tenure). 
Over 20 years – accepting clearance of backlog in 10 years – the High Migration projection 
suggests a cumulative total of need and demand of 10035. 
 

2.14 Scenario 22 (Sc 22) – as Scenario 19 using the High Migration Projection, 10 year period for  
backlog clearance and additional in year need incorporated, as described in “Paper 2 – In 
Year Need”. This includes an additional need of 194 households per year and forms the 
HNDA figure. This additional need is all expected to require social rent and below market 
rent tenure. 
 

2.15 Comparison of Scenario 22 and Scenario 19.  
Both scenarios are identical using the NRS 2018 based High Migration projection and a start 
year of 2019/20. The table below shows the annual need (averaged over each 5 year group). 
In Scenario 22 – of the 194 additional “in year arising need” – 60 is allocated to “Below 
Market Rent” and 134 to “Social Rent” (the same proportions as applied by the HNDA tool.). 
This additional need is added over the full period of the projection. 
 
The overall future housing units need for this scenario over 20 years is 13,915 units, 
compared to the total of 10,035 from Scenario 19 without this additional factor applied. 
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